
Playlist. 

This is a new column which we hope will be a routine feature of the Mixture- 
written by you, the members of the NDSO. The idea is to get people talking freely
about music by asking anyone who wishes to contribute to do so. All are 
welcome to write, and the hope is that people will use other members’ 
recommendations to build their libraries and to discover music that they had yet 
to encounter. 

 Choose two  favourite recordings- one must be organ, the other must be of
another genre (no limitations)

 Both must still be available to buy (availability on Amazon is probably the 
best yardstick)

There are a few guidelines: 
 There is no prescribed word length (either minimum or maximum, but an 

¾ to a full of an 11 point A4 page of typing would make an ideal length. 
 If you can use google images or amazon to find images of the CD covers 

then that would assist those who want to purchase the discs themselves.  
Don’t worry about embedding this artistically- the editorial team will do 
this for you. 

 This column is entirely aimed at reviewing top quality discs to encourage 
people to listen too- no negative reviews will be published: if you don’t like
it, don’t review it!

When writing, it might be worth including:
 Details of the recording- CD Title, Artist, Composer, label and works 

performed (not necessarily every track (so Widor Symphonie VI rather 
than i) Allegro, ii) Adagio, iii) Scherzo etc)). 

 What, in your view, makes this recording enjoyable and an indispensable 
part of your library?

 Why did you buy the disc? Was it a lucky buy perhaps in that you bought it
to become familiar with one piece, but instead fell in love with a totally 
different piece?

 What are the best bits of the recording- particular tracks or moments of 
tracks. 

 Is there anything of particular note in the instrumentation (for example: is 
it an especially appropriate organ for the repertoire, are the orchestra 
playing period instruments perhaps or is the choir singing works 
transposed to Tudor pitch?)

 Does the music/performer/venue etc evoke any special memories or 
emotions for you

 Can you offer any “next steps” (eg if you enjoyed this recording of 
Bruckner’s Sacred motets, then also consider listening to his Fourth 
Symphony and Brahms’ German requiem- the recordings by x and y are 
superb starting points”. 



Player profile

Another new column for the Mixture- players from all walks of life (mainly, but 
not exclusively drawn from the NDSO membership)- are invited to write a little 
bit about themselves. Here are some ideas as to what to include (but don’t feel 
you have to include them all!):

 When did you start learning the organ? How did it come about? Who 
taught you at first? 

 Has music been your career, or have you dovetailed your musical pursuits 
around your work? If so- can you describe how the two have interwoven. 

 How did your life as an organist unfold? 
 Who had the biggest influences on you as a player? What were the 

overarching principles that they instilled in you?
 Describe some of your favourite repertoire (schools of composition as well 

as individual pieces) and the reasons that you value them so highly. 
 Are there any performances of which you are particularly proud? 
 What was your Damascene moment with the organ?
 Any horror stories/howlers/other tales of amusement?
 Can you tell us about some of your favourite instruments?
 Any future ambitions?
 What is next on your “to learn” list?
 Can you offer any advice to NDSO members?



Console corner

This is an opportunity for members to write about instruments that would be of 
interest to NDSO members. We hope to receive reviews of instruments of all 
sizes and styles, and we hope that we will get accounts of organs that are both 
local and from further afield. 

This is not an exhaustive nor prescriptive list by any stretch of the imagination, 
but please think about including:

 A link to the specification of the organ (this is easier as our editor can then
put it into the most appropriate format)

 A brief history of the organ- builder, date, alterations, rehoming etc
 Action type
 The types of repertoire that suit the instrument best
 Any particularly beautiful stops- or unusual ones
 A brief account of what the organ is like to play




